
DEPOT RATES

DATE: from 05/05/2022

FCL STORAGE Remarks 20' 40' Other

Import & Export
FCL ( General cargo) starting from day 1 $80/  day $100 / day

FCL ( reefer) $130/  day $150 / day

FAK STORAGE ( cargo arrives in depot in FAK container)

 ( cargo arrives in depot in FAK container) 3 days free from outturn 

Loose Cargo storage ( Cargo arrives in depot as FCL ) starting from unpacking completion

Loose Cargo storage ( Cargo arrives in depot as FCL ) starting from unpacking completion

Loose cargo storage  ( cargo arrives in depot as LCL ) starting from day 1 

Loose cargo storage  ( cargo arrives in depot as LCL ) starting from day 1 

Air Freight Cargo Storage starting from unpacking completion

UNPACKING 400.00$          800.00$               

PHOTO services up to 5 photos

Quarantine services

Inspection booking

INSPECTION

ABF services
Inspection booking

INSPECTION starting from unpacking completion

disposale of packing materials 

Shrinkwrap

supply of pallet

All other non quoted rates charged as per our standard rate schedule

Terms and Conditions
Please refer to our TERMS & CONDITIONS in www.successlogistics.com.au.

General

* Rates quoted herein are for general goods only – dangerous goods and goods requiring specialised 

* handling and transport will attract a surcharge

* unpacking fees need to be confirmed case by case, above fees are only for container with less than 30 different lines  ( different cargo )

* Any services provided that have not been quoted will be charged at our standard rates.

* Additional charges may apply where additional costs are incurred meeting customer requirements.

* This may include additional charges incurred due to AQIS direction.

* above rates are GST exclusive

$50/ per cub / day

$10/ pallet / day if CLEAR goods (Minimum 1 pallet)

$100 first hour .   $50 per extra 30 min

$100 first hour .   $50 per extra 30 min

$50 / per service

$50/per cub / day if HELD goods (Minimum 1 cubic meter)

 as per request ,$150\ minium 

$10 / pallet

$15 / pallet

$50/per cub / day if HELD goods (Minimum 1 cubic meter)

$10 / pallet / day if CLEAR goods (Minimum 1 pallet)

( up to 30 HBLs ) 

$50/service

$50/service

$0.25c / KG (minimum $20 per HBL)


